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Application Form

EXPEDITED RENEWAL REQUEST
This section is about the program for which you are requesting funding. 

Project Name* 
General Operating Support

Project Summary* 
Please provide a one or two sentence (250 characters maximum) description of the project for which 
you seek funding.

This grant will support Resilience's work on behalf of sexual violence survivors and toward eliminating 
sexual violence, via medical and legal advocacy; trauma therapy; education and training; and institutional 
advocacy and policy.

Grant Number 
20-33

Amount Requested* 
Please enter a whole dollar amount. If necessary, round up to the nearest dollar.

$40,000.00

Project Budget if applicable* 
What is the total budget for this project?

$2,916,907.00

Project Start Date* 
What is the estimated project start date for your renewal grant activities?

07/01/2019

Project End Date* 
What is the estimated end date of the project or activities?

06/30/2020
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Section 501 (c)(3)* 
Is your organization tax exempt under Section 501(c)(3)?

Yes

Mission* 
Summarize your organization's mission in two to three sentences.

Resilience aids sexual assault survivors’ healing and empowerment via crisis intervention, trauma 
therapy, and medical & legal advocacy. Resilience provides public education & advocacy toward change in 
policy & public attitudes about sexual assault.

Last Fiscal Year Organization Revenues 
What were the revenues for the last fiscal year?

$2,604,444.00

Last Fiscal Year Organization Expenses 
What were the expenses for the last fiscal year?

$2,486,254.00

How many people did your agency serve last year? *
19691

Program Setting* 
Other Community Clinic

Type of Support* 
General Operating Support

Nursing* 
Will this grant support nursing salaries, services or activities? 

Yes
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Services Provided* 
Violence Prevention and Intervention

Chicago Geographic Area* 
Please select the geographic area that your project serves. If your program is in the city of Chicago please refer to 
the maphere to see how VNA defines the North, South and West sides. If the program is in the suburbs or collar 
counties please choose the county it's it in from the list that pops up.

Chicago City-Wide

Additional County Served 
If your project will serve more than one county please select the secondary county from the list below. If the 
program is/will be in Chicago please leave this section blank.

Population Served* 
Various Ages

Percent Female* 
What percentage of the population served by your organization is female? Please write the percentage as a 
decimal, for instance enter 33% as .33 and .5% as .005, etc.

0.86

Percent Male* 
What percentage of the population served by your organization is male? Please write the percentage as a decimal, 
for instance enter 33% as .33 and .5% as .005, etc.

0.07

Percent Other Gender* 
What percentage of the population served by your organization identifies as a gender other than female or male? 
Please write the percentage as a decimal, for instance enter 33% as .33 and .5% as .005, etc.

0.02

Percent African American 
What percentage of the population served by your organization is African American? Please write the percentage 
as a decimal, for instance enter 33% as .33 and .5% as .005, etc.

http://vnafoundation.net/wp-content/uploads/Map-Chicago-Community-Areas.pdf
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0.31

Percent Asian American/Pacific Islander* 
What percentage of the population served by your organization is Asian/Pacific Islanders? Please write the 
percentage as a decimal, for instance enter33% as .33 and .5% as .005, etc.

0.04

Percent Caucasian* 
What percentage of the population served by your organization is Caucasian? Please write the percentage as a 
decimal, for instance enter 33% as .33 and .5% as .005, etc.

0.37

Percent Latinx* 
What percentage of the population served by your organization is Latinx? Please write the percentage as a 
decimal, for instance enter 33% as .33 and .5% as .005, etc.

0.29

Percent Native American* 
What percentage of the population served by your organization is Native American? Please write the percentage 
as a decimal, for instance enter 33% as .33 and .5% as .005, etc.

0.02

Percent Other Race or Ethnicity* 
What percentage of the population served by your organization is a race/ethnicity not listed above? Please write 
the percentage as a decimal, for instance enter 33% as .33 and .5% as .005, etc.

0.12

Homeless* 
Are the majority of the the people served by the program homeless, or formerly homeless? 

No
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Proposal Narrative
Project Update* 
Please describe any updates or changes that you plan to make to the program or operational goals for which you 
seek renewal funding. Identify the needs or problems that these updates, changes or goals will address, and be 
sure to also note if the population served by the program has changed.

We are very excited this fiscal year to continue building strong relationships with our two new partner 
hospitals, Advocate Illinois Masonic (in Lake View) and AMITA Resurrection Medical Center (on the 
Northwest Side). This means we provide 24-hour in-person support to sexual assault survivors in 16 
emergency rooms throughout Chicago. The emergency department nursing director at Resurrection said 
working with Resilience in this way aligns with the hospital's mission to treat the most vulnerable, and the 
director of Illinois Masonic's emergency department said that this new partnership with Resilience is an 
effective way to bridge between support and treatment in the ER and ongoing assistance once the survivor 
leaves the hospital.   

The addition of two new hospital partners along with the ongoing impact of the #MeToo movement have 
resulted in an increased demand for services, which, combined with some staff turnover, increased our client 
waitlist. In response, we recently added a new position called Trauma Intervention Specialist (TIS). This new 
position provides immediate crisis intervention and information and referrals, and weekly drop-in group 
therapy to help the waitlist move as efficiently as possible, and helps ensure that survivors and their non-
offending loved ones receive significant support even as they wait for the full services of our Trauma Therapy 
program. 

A change that began last fiscal year and that we will continue this fiscal year is that our Education and 
Training program implemented more targeted outreach to schools, prioritizing schools in areas of 
particularly high need and few resources. The indicators used to assess need for sexual violence prevention 
programming for student populations at a higher risk for victimization include: geographic location, high 
percentage of students from low-income households, high percentage of students who are diverse learners 
with individualized education plans, and low scores in school safety and performance. 

Also within our Education and Training program, we’ve developed a specialized curriculum to deliver 
sexual abuse prevention education to children and youth who have intellectual and developmental 
disabilities (IDD). Nationwide, 1 in 4 girls and 1 in 6 boys is sexually abused. For children with disabilities, 
this rate is 3 to 4 times higher. Our evidence-informed curriculum for traditional learners is strong; pre-
/post-tests consistently show measurable knowledge gains. The curriculum we’ve designed and implemented 
for students with IDD needs further development with input and collaboration from experts who best 
understand how to educate diverse learners. Resilience envisions convening a multidisciplinary team 
composed of our prevention education staff and experts within the special education and disability fields. 
This team will be charged with tailoring a curriculum that considers both the unique dynamics associated 
with sexual abuse of children with disabilities and the way they learn. This project exceeds our current 
capacity, so we are actively seeking funding partners. 

Number Served* 
How many people will be served if the present request, whether programmatic or operational, is approved?

If approved, this request will allow Resilience to serve approximately 20,450 people through crisis 
intervention, advocacy, trauma therapy and public education services. Resilience remains committed to 
helping every survivor and every professional workplace, school, or other such person or organization who 
requests our assistance. We always expect and hope to grow our reach; however, we see value in keeping our 
projections in line with our current capacity, with an assessment of overall trends spanning more than just 
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one fiscal year, and with what seems to be most reasonable to achieve. Also, we need to clarify that this 
projection (and the figure for how many individuals we served in Fiscal Year 2019) is significantly more 
conservative than the figure that appeared in our progress report a few months ago. The reason for this is 
that we are now using a more sophisticated tracking system in our Education & Training program, which has 
helped us much more accurately track the number of unique students we reach, as opposed to those who 
attend multiple sessions and thus may have been counted multiple times before this system was in place. We 
apologize for any confusion, and we are pleased to now have these more accurate figures to guide our work, 
and also to share with you.

Goals and Outcome Measures* 
State your goals for this program and the specific measurable outcomes.
If you are requesting general operating funds, state how you will assess progress towards your agency's 
operational goals.
For examples of outcome measures please see our website.

Goal #1: Provide 2,050 individuals with individual, medical and legal advocacy, crisis intervention & 
counseling services.

Goal #2: Provide information & referrals to 1,500 individuals.
Goal #3: Provide 6,000 adolescents ages 11-19 years old with prevention education programming.
Goal #4: Provide 7,900 children ages kindergarten-10 years old with prevention education programming.
Goal #5: Provide 20 multi-session (minimum of 2 sessions) workshops scheduled for one location (school, 

community center, etc.) working with the same group of students & reaching 400+ adolescents.  
Goal #6: Conduct 175 presentations to 3,000 professionals who work in law enforcement, hospitals, 

schools, community centers & social service organizations about the issue of sexual violence and how to 
respond compassionately.

Goal #7: Provide 24-hour in-person crisis support to 650 survivors in the emergency rooms of our 16 
partner hospitals.

Evaluation Metrics:

Crisis Services (advocacy)
95% of clients receiving Resilience crisis services in ER report that they were helpful. 
60% of clients receiving crisis intervention services in the emergency room request follow-up advocacy 

and/or counseling services.  
60% of clients who requested follow-up advocacy and/or counseling utilized the services in that same 

fiscal year.

Advocacy 
95% of clients agreed or strongly agreed that their legal advocate was supportive, provided them with 

options & helped to navigate civil or criminal justice systems as well as coordination of other resources.

Trauma Therapy
90% of Resilience clients that engage in trauma therapy will report improvement in symptoms 
95% of clients strongly agreed that Resilience therapy helped them make progress toward their goals & 

felt that therapy helped them develop skills to cope with their sexual abuse.
95% of group participants surveyed felt that group therapy made a difference in their life, that they were 

welcomed & safe and that group allowed them to open up & bond with others.

Education & Training
Based on evaluations, at least 75% of youth ages 11-19 will report they know of at least one place or 

person they could go to for help if they or a friend experienced sexual violence after Resilience prevention 
education programming. 
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Based on evaluations, at least 60% of children ages 5-10 will demonstrate an understanding of body 
autonomy and being able to differentiate between safe & unsafe touch.

Professional Training
85% of professionals who work in schools, community centers and other organizations report that they 

increased their knowledge around sexual violence and they feel comfortable providing resources to a victim 
who discloses an experience related to sexual violence (professional training evaluations administered after 
the completion of training).

90% of medical and criminal justice personnel indicate that the training they received enhanced their 
capacity to service survivors (professional training evaluations administered post training). 

Sustainability* 
Please tell us how you plan to sustain the program for which you seek funding after the termination of this grant.

Resilience knows the importance of securing and maintaining adequate, diversified sources of funding in 
order to maintain all of our programs and services and to grow and innovate as needed. We work diligently to 
meet all reporting requirements and maintain ongoing communication with all of our current funding 
partners while also continuing to research new opportunities and make new connections. Whether the 
funding is via a government program, a corporate partner, a foundation or other philanthropic organization, 
or an individual donor, we realize that resources and giving priorities are always subject to change. A strong, 
diverse funding base will ensure that we sustain our agency and its critically important work after the 
termination of this grant from VNA Foundation.

Changes Since Last Grant* 
Since your last grant with VNA, has your organization or the project for which you request funding experienced - 
-Changes or turnover in management or staffing?
-Significant changes to finances?
-Changes to agency or mission?
If yes, please note the changes and upload appropriate documentation of any changes.

In Fiscal Year 2019, our Trauma Therapy program, generally a program with low turnover, had three staff 
departures. This program is once again fully staffed and, as mentioned earlier, we created a position called 
Trauma Intervention Specialist to manage our waitlist and provide immediate support for survivors and 
loved ones seeking therapeutic services.

REPORT ON MOST RECENT/IMMEDIATE PAST GRANT
This form is for use by agencies requesting a renewal, as invited by VNA. This section is about your most recent 
past grant. Completing this form fulfills your requirement to submit a twelve month progress report.  You do not 
need to submit a separate twelve month report. The information in this report should cover the whole grant term, 
or as much as possible..
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Project Name if applicable* 
General Operating Support

Grant Amount requested* 
$40,000.00

Number Served* 
How many people did the program serve, or if the grant was for general operating funds, how many people did 
your organization serve?

19691

Outcome Measures* 
Please cut and paste your outcome measures from your previous application/proposal and address 
your progress toward achieving them. If any outcome measures were changed please explain why. 
If you were unable to accomplish certain outcome measures what hindered the progress?

Goal #1: Provide 2,000 individuals with individual, medical and legal advocacy, crisis intervention and 
counseling services.

Progress: Resilience provided individual, medical and legal advocacy, crisis intervention and counseling 
services to 2,189 survivors and loved ones.

Goal #2: Provide information and referrals to 1,300 individuals.
Progress: Resilience provided information and referrals to 2,303 individuals.

Goal #3: Provide 4,000 adolescents ages 11-19 years old with prevention education programming.
Progress: Resilience provided prevention education programming to 11,039 adolescents.

Goal #4: Provide 7,900 children ages preK-10 years old with prevention education programming.
Progress: Resilience provided prevention education programming to 13,870 children ages 4-10 years old.

Note: Goals 3 and 4 (both the projection and the progress for each) are directly affected by the new, more 
accurate system for tracking numbers of unique individuals who receive prevention education programming. 
This system was not in place when we established these goals; therefore, the projected number was higher 
than it should have been. The total number of unique individuals (preK through 19 years old) who received 
this programming in Fiscal Year 2019 was 11,585. Our Goals 3 and 4 for Fiscal Year 2020 do not include 
duplicate numbers; we anticipate providing prevention education programming to more children and youth 
this year. 

Goal #5: Conduct 140 professional trainings reaching over 2,000 medical/hospital, social service, law 
enforcement, state's attorney's personnel, teachers, and other professionals.  

Progress: Resilience conducted 273 professional trainings, reaching 3,617 medical/hospital, social 
service, law enforcement, state's attorney's personnel, teachers, and other professionals. 

Goal #6: Provide 60 prevention education presentations to college students & community; 1,000 
individuals reached. 

Progress: Resilience provided 60 prevention education presentations to college students & community, 
reaching 65 college students and community members. 
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Note: The overwhelming demand for our services in professional trainings and for prevention education 
programming for both children and adolescents meant we had limited time for outreach to college-aged 
individuals.  

Below is our progress in the qualitative areas we evaluated:

100% of clients receiving follow up services (crisis intervention and/or medical and legal advocacy) 
agreed or strongly agreed that the crisis services received in the emergency room were helpful. Goal: 95%

100% of clients receiving crisis services agreed or strongly agreed that services received in ER were 
helpful. Goal: 95%

100% of legal advocacy clients agreed or strongly agreed that their legal advocate was supportive to their 
needs. Goal: 95%

95% of trauma therapy clients self-reported progress toward goals agreed upon in their treatment plan, 
developing coping skills, and decreasing their feelings of self-blame. Goal: 98% (Note: This slightly lower 
outcome than projected may simply be attributed to increased accuracy in our evaluation system.) 

Challenges and Lessons Learned* 
What internal or external challenges did you face in connection with this grant and how did you address these 
challenges? What were the most important lessons learned?

In Fiscal Year 2019, Resilience saw an increase in hospitals’ calls for services at the same time that our 
Trauma Therapy program experienced unusually high turnover. In an effort to better manage our waitlist and 
ensure prompt follow-up, we created a Trauma Intervention Specialist (TIS) position, to begin in Fiscal Year 
2020. The TIS, the first point of contact for survivors and their families seeking Resilience trauma therapy 
services, will: provide immediate crisis intervention and information and referrals; provide an assessment of 
current client needs to determine appropriate support services; manage the trauma therapy waitlist and 
ensure that referrals occur to both internal and external support systems as determined by assessment of 
client need; provide service in both English and Spanish; and facilitate a weekly drop-in group for clients on 
our waitlist.

In 2018 (within Fiscal Year 2019), Resilience worked to pass legislation requiring hospitals to partner 
with rape crisis centers for 24-hour in-person support to sexual assault survivors seeking services in the ER. 
As a result, Resilience has added two new hospitals, Advocate Illinois Masonic and AMITA Resurrection 
Medical Center. While it is a challenge to extend service to additional locations, Resilience is thrilled to do 
this, as it helps ensure that more sexual violence survivors receive crisis intervention and advocacy while 
they are in the ER. 

In FY19, several components of the 2018 amendments to the Sexual Assault Survivors Emergency 
Treatment Act went into effect; Resilience played an important part in creating those changes to the law. 
Under one amendment, ER attending physicians, physician assistants, advanced practice registered nurses, 
and registered professional nurses must receive a minimum of 2 hours of sexual assault training. Our 
Advocacy Team worked to provide this training to nearly 1,000 medical professionals. Again, this was a 
challenge but something Resilience was glad to provide. 

Budget* 
Please upload a budget showing how the grant funds were expended using the same format as the budget in your 
original application.



Resilience Variance

Government 1,701,464 1,694,507 ‐0.41%
Foundations 305,000 305,000 0.00%
Confidential Advisor Agreements 110,785 107,632 ‐2.85%
Hospital Income 156,664 109,206 ‐30.29%
Volunteer Training Fees 8,000 6,615 ‐17.31%
Consulting 53,592 67,324 25.62%
Special Events 170,000 163,566 ‐3.78%
Individual and Corporate Contributions 213,000 228,374 7.22%
Interest 0 838 n/a

TOTAL REVENUE 2,718,505 2,683,062 ‐1.30%

Personnel 1,930,344 1,905,815 ‐1%
Occupancy 235,500 226,588 ‐4%
Program/Administrative 336,106 353,851 5%
Special Events 77,660 78,617 1%
Operating Reserve 138,895 118,191 ‐15%

TOTAL EXPENSES 2,718,505 2,683,062 ‐1.30%

Total Surplus/Deficit 0 0

Explanation of Significant Variances

FY19 Budget (July 2018‐June 2019) FY19 Actuals (July 2018‐June 2019)

Hospital Income ‐ in FY19, we attempted to collect on more than $50,000 in unpaid invoices from one of our hospital partners. Collection was 
unsuccessful; the decrease in hospital revenue reflects not only the loss of that contract for FY19, but also a reverse of the deferred revenue for the 
uncollectable amounts from prior fiscal years.
Volunteer Training Fees ‐ we experienced a decrease in the number of new volunteers in FY19; we are working to increase classes in FY20.
Consulting ‐ our Training Institute, which we began in FY18, has allowed us to increase the number of professional trainings offered per year.
Individual and Corporate Contributions ‐ we hired a new Development Team in October of 2018, which allowed us to exceed our goals.
Operating Reserve ‐ although we did not meet our initial goal of $138,895 for our operating reserve, we were able to increase revenue and decrease 
expenses, and compensated significantly for the loss of hospital revenue.
Please note: although Special Events Revenue and Expense are shown separately on our budget, they are reflected as Net Revenue in our Audited 
Financial Statements.



Resilience

Government 1,695,767
Foundations 350,000
Confidential Advisor Agreements 81,431
Hospital Income 256,864
Volunteer Training Fees 9,000
Consulting 81,645
Special Events 200,000
Individual and Corporate Contributions 242,000
Interest 200

TOTAL REVENUE 2,916,907

Personnel 2,211,563
Occupancy 277,310
Program/Administrative 342,536
Special Events 77,000
Operating Reserve 8,498

TOTAL EXPENSES 2,916,907

Total Surplus/Deficit 0

FY20 Budget (July 2019‐June 2020)



Funder Amount Received Date Received
The Albert Pick, Jr. Fund $ 10,000.00 $ 10,000.00 9/2/2019
Alphawood Foundation Chicago $ 25,000.00 $ 25,000.00 3/1/2019
Crown Family Philanthropies $ 50,000.00 $ 50,000.00 5/30/2019
Chicago Foundation for Women $ 25,000.00 $ 25,000.00 7/1/2018
Cook County Health and Hospitals Systems $ 90,000.00 $ 90,000.00 4/29/2019
Jean Cozier, The Lucy Fund $ 51,000.00 $ 51,000.00 multiple
Anonymous Donor $ 100,000.00 $ 100,000.00 multiple
Beth Kallmyer $ 5,275.36 $ 5,275.36 multiple
Northern Trust $ 10,000.00 $ 10,000.00 4/22/2019
Blue Cross Blue Shield $ 5,000.00 $ 5,000.00 5/27/2019
Protiviti $ 5,000.00 $ 5,000.00 9/24/2018
Uber Technologies, Inc. $ 5,000.00 $ 5,000.00 1/11/2019
Polk Brothers Foundation $ 50,000.00 $ 50,000.00 3/22/2019
David Reinisch and Julie Kiefer Fund $ 5,000.00 $ 5,000.00 3/4/2019
David and Carol Stone $ 5,172.18 $ 5,172.18 multiple
ICASA (Illinois Coalition Against Sexual Assault) $ 1,344,104.51 $ 996,703.12 multiple
Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority $ 216,152.00 $ 41,919.34 multiple
Illinois Attorney General $ 23,525.00 $ 23,525.00 multiple



Outstanding
$ -
$ -
$ -
$ -
$ -
$ -
$ -
$ -
$ -
$ -
$ -
$ -
$ -
$ -
$ -
$ 347,401.39
$ 215,943.66
$ -



Resilience
Board of Directors 

(as of October 2019)

Notes:
* Indicates Illinois Certified Rape Crisis Counselor (minimum 40-Hour Training)

Tom Andreesen (Director - President) Protiviti, Inc
Board Member since May 2014 Managing Director

Kate Meyer (Director - Vice President) Alzheimer’s Association 
Board Member since July 2018 Senior Director, Media & Entertainment 

Engagement

Lauren Pesa (Director - Treasurer) Deloitte
Board Member since July 2018 Senior Manager, Accounting & Reporting 

Advisory Group

Julie Cameron (Director - Secretary) Compco Digital
Board Member since January 2015 Vice President

Anne Biere (Director) Velcro USA
Board Member since October 2014 National Account Manager

Jon Center (Director) Ernst & Young
Board Member since July 2019 Senior Manager, Assurance

Christal Henderson (Director) GE Renewable Energy
Board Member since May 2017 Executive Counsel, Sourcing

Beth Kallmyer (Director) Alzheimer’s Association
Board Member since December 2015 Vice President, Constituent Services

Jackie Koesters (Director) Braintree
Board Member since October 2014 Product Manager

Bill Kral, MBA (Director) Fort Dearborn Company
Board Member since September 2014 Senior Vice President, Sales

Gibbs Vandercook (Director) Retired
Board Member since July 2019

McKaye Whiteside* (Director) Consolidated Trading
Board Member since March 2017 Options Trader












































